1. The purpose of this dispatch is to request information on a radio beacon system that may be used as an aid to a mobile physical surveillance team.

2. Specifically, it is believed that a radio transmitter that could be easily attached to the underside of a tarant automobile and whose signal would act as a beacon for other suitably equipped cars would be very useful here. It would enable the surveillance team to lose visual contact with the tarant and still maintain the surveillance.

3. In considering this type of operational aid two very desirable features become apparent. They are:
   a. That the beacon be easily attachable so that elaborate installation procedures are not required.
   b. That the receiving equipment easily operable and concealable or readily removable from the vehicle.

   Obviously other features such as long range and battery pack life are also desirable but the Station would prefer not to establish (continued)
any specific requirements on these points at this time as it has no idea what the capabilities of such systems might be.

4. It is requested therefore, that headquarters provide this station with descriptive information on systems that are recommended for this type of application. The information should include a statement of the systems' capability, availability, cost, and method of installation. It is anticipated that any system selected by the station could be installed and tested by JECCHARITY.